
0 Ginnungagap 
Void - Seed

3 Þorn 
Thorn - Portal - Giant

1 Feoh 
Wealth - Live Stock

2 Ūr 
Wild Ox - Untameable

Before all, the veiled void strains its velvet 
fanfare of silence, breathing. Shimmering, 
glimmering dust emerges. Swarming and 
forming, fated to become something new. Life 
must be, the physical screams to exist. Potential 
without, from within all and everything.

Captured form festers, held static, possessed. 
Hemmed in, penned in, rammed and wrecked. 
Atoms wrestle, molecules jostle, whims of 
wealth, wilt and melt and dieback. This cluster 
clings, that cluster crawls and another claims 
greater importance than all. What does wealth 
conquer?

Fleshed from black gold, giant glistening glossy 
aurochs roam verdant valleys, mountains and 
moors. Savage, wild, majestic horned beasts 
snort, unattainable, untameable, unconfined by 
man. The ranger of freedom, the grazer of 
thoughts, the resilient power to be its own 
keeper and keep roaming.

Dense, thorny thickets encircle sacred spaces. 
The færie infested blackthorn briars, call and pull 
you to their spiked enchanting entrancing 
entrance to the other place. Leaves and purple-
fruited sloes drop, as its naked twisted black 
skeleton shifts and shivers, revealing a giant 
gateway. Dare you…

Sounds found deep in every cell, call out. 
Forcing the source of the God voice of the 
Earth’s breath to burst and release. Each atom 
an unhatched cosmic egg of unmatched 
mystical potential. To rise up is to speak up. To 
give song to ancestral codes of healing, nestled 
in all our vessels of the world soul. Galdr your 
best life, reach forward and commune.

Unsaddle from the tangled stitches that hold you 
fast. Unbridle yourself from the shackles of the 
shadow mare, slice free and set off out of fate’s 
starter gate. Choose to ignore the curdling cries 
of the battle slain as they still shriek in sleep. Slip 
your knots and ride out. Do not force your horse 
to run a deathly course but get down and walk 
your own journey.

Enrobed in darkness, suspended in Time’s 
stationary, stopped shield. Stayed. Paused… but 
dripping with anticipation. In the doomed gloom 
there is just the gleaming glow of a flame 
billowing, waiting to fire up! To spark and ignite, 
bellow the light that aches into all the corners to 
illuminate.

Sacred Saxon cross-stitch cast to mask the 
purging and passing of that line to this time. 
Merge moments, give thyself to new endeavours 
and fresh found friendships. Step, meet, soul 
greet. Balance the astral, align and shift. 
Generosity shines bright and fair but stay aware, 
for every gift to emerge its reverse was birthed. 

4 Ōs 
God - Mouth

5 Rād 
Ride - Journey

6 Cēn 
Torch - Divine Spark

7 Gyfu 
Gift - Generosity



Bugle calls, communication rules, listening is 
key to understanding. Elk command respect to 
protect anything. Is that a vocal fawning or 
defensive warning? Hark! Elk can bark, chirp, 
whistle, mew, bray, bleat, sing, scream and 
chuckle, can you… call an Elk to find your voice 
and stand your ground?

What do you recall? Remember that before this, 
there was that. My pear is so ripe you ought to 
reach for it but you cannot find me. You sense 
me and my scent. Listen. Woodwind whistling, 
whirling a trance state whipping at the curtain 
that hides the other places. Will you not dance in 
and reach for my cosmic fruit offered and surf 
the cosmos with me?

The magical thirteenth rune of the mystical Yew. 
Consciousness hooked in and plugged in, to the 
seat of your soul. To be. Life on Earth, seeded 
and eternal. The inner wood of Yew may rot, yet 
fortifying from within a new stem plumps the 
trunk back up. Ancient witness of hidden sacred 
wisdom. Past lives clinging and calling. Old 
visions seen anew, deep wonders awoken, 
lessons learnt.

The year’s gears turn, shattering summer’s stolid 
stagnation. The astral rivers of the dream realms 
pour once more. From Asgard to Midgard all 
along the sleepy slopes of the Bifrost Bridge 
autumn again emerges. Heimdallr sounds his 
cornucopia Horn of Plenty, as  our just rewards 
are reaped for everything honestly sown. All 
harvests held safe inside winter’s sleepy stores.

Newly born, frightened first step, primary motion 
so uncertain. Learning to walk while holding 
consciousness in its vessel and being caught out 
by life but thriving and breathing deep. Held still 
in naïve stasis, calculate, plan, redefine and 
absorb all that’s needed to move forwards on the 
disheartening thin ice.

The war rune, the fear tune, the battle hymn, the 
grim song sung too long. The war of one to be 
won alone, in our shadows. We hold the bloodied 
ravens fast. Whisper a fresh melody in the 
silence.Murder our crows and grow stronger. 
Þögn’s Golden Key of Life.

A cosmic crisis has been created. All the time 
Auðumbla licks the frozen salty rime to form the 
milk of existence that sustains Ymir but Ymir’s 
not here anymore. His skull is now the heavens 
and his icy tears rain down on Midgard. 
Cascading and crashing, darting and dashing 
into our faces forcing painful stabbing wounds 
that must be felt before they melt and flow away. 
Uncomfortable truths.

Chaffinches pink and chirrup, yawning perfumed 
blossoms scent the air with clouds of comfort 
wrapped in wondrous wishes. Perfect pastoral 
peace passes silently as a white hart glances up, 
nostrils   flared drinking in all the blisses that   
alignment offers.

8 Wynn 
Bliss - Comfort

9 Hægl 
Hail - Weathering 

10 Nȳd 
Shadows - Nutrients

11 Īs 
Ice - Gripped

12 Gēr 
Year - Harvest

13 Ēoh 
Yew - Sacral

14 Peorð 
Cosmic Surge - Pear Tree

15 Eolhx 
Elks - Protection



What defines you? Your family, their possessions 
or all they leave to you through inheritance? Is 
that estate fated to define you from birth written 
into your body codes? Or will you seek your 
original birthright? Move past all that falsely 
defines you and find the full truth of thyself? 
What frequency is the true you? Claim that.

Son of the Sea, Freyr’s fertility forces fauna from 
the soil’s soul. Sunshine saturates the Sacral, as 
purified rain rolls to the roots of all life. The 
soaked saturated seeds split, the first thread of 
germination plunges down so the wild water 
meadow flowers can sprout, shoot and bloom 
with the soul’s new tune. Ignite the song of your 
water phoenix. 

Cosmic ocean of every emotion, ebbing in and 
out of everything. Collective memories rolling 
and reaching in and out of life, teasing and 
testing our inner resolve. Cosmic rivers know 
their purpose is to seek the greater expansive 
ocean. There the water is different and the 
journey more thrilling. Let go. Dive in. Swim. 
Engage with the flow and live your fullest 
purpose. 

To be one with yourself. To be one with the 
space around you as well. To be one, all and 
everything. To be the symbol of a symbiotic 
shared expression of self and others. To be a 
part of a greater whole, solo yet integral to the 
shared tribal soul. To be your own starling in the 
global murmuration, cloaking and flocking with 
feathered inspiration.

Eye to eye, nose to nose, lose yourself in the 
frequency of other. Moving forwards with 
confidence or caution depends upon your 
heightened senses. What does the other need 
from you? What do you desire another to cover 
and comfort you with, that you cannot do alone? 
Can you not feed yourself? Must someone else 
always lead you to the water?

Adapting to relentless environmental stress. 
Poplar trees wrap seeds in cotton casings and 
give these future wishes pre-wrapped and ready 
mapped to the wind to carry and spread fresh 
life. Their roots,  safe from wildfires are studded 
with buds, ready to erupt from below the soil and 
grow anew, same roots, new home, new world. 
Begin again with certain vigour knowing your 
future’s assured.

Proto God, so old,  that time has smelted all 
emotions within. War and fury have been 
hammered, reformed, made over, recreated, 
refashioned through the compassion to 
understand all shadows, all destinies as part of 
the whole. Under the tutelage of Tīr all blows, all 
hammer clangs and all strikes, glow from the 
flow of love’s breath he offers to all life. Wisdom 
is beauty and compassion, ageless.

Maker of all things. Force of warmth, melting ice 
to release physical existence.Imbued with being, 
the life-creating light that shines and shifts. This 
nomadic force, fights to remain in flux, fluid and 
flowing. To step with the sun is to sail the cosmic 
sea and be as light and alive as a precious jewel 
pinned upon the rolling sky above.

16 Siȝel 
Sun - Life Force

17 Tīr 
Tyr - Smelt

18 Beorc 
Begin - Poplar Tree

19 Eh 
Horse - Move

20 Mann 
Myself - Humankind

21 Lagu 
Lagoon - Cosmic Ocean

22 Ing 
Ignite - Water Meadow

23 Ēðel 
Legacy - Original Birthright



Barefoot, rare foot, stepping and treading with 
sole intention. A journey starts with a conscious 
step. A racing pace in haste to reach a 
destination punctures the soul’s purpose. The 
tracks of our footprints map our past path. Our 
feet talk of where we have walked. Step 
deliberately with well intentioned thoughts of 
love.

The fiery cosmic Wyrmhole heightens ancient 
dragon beams. Intensifying sensory chimera 
codes that sweep down, bleed down, feed 
around your entire being. Burnishing back 
delusions and deceits. Sacred fires bind to you, 
weaving new knowledge between your cells, 
through your cells, igniting and relighting the life 
that felt lost. The dragon’s breath fuels and 
drives and delivers sacred enlightenment.

Thrice burned, thrice returned, famed and 
renamed, forgotten yet recalled by Odin from her 
gravelled realm. Aurboða, Old One in her 
Ironwood grave. He asked this ‘Eoten Seer’ how 
Gullveig cheated death. He listened but did not 
hear. You might cheat your past and rise, craft 
another future and rise but the now will 
eventually find you.Our vessels are from the 
Earth and they will be returned there.

There’s always some point in time that is 
destined. How that fated moment unfolds is in 
our hands as we step towards it. Thor and Īor 
were forever woven together, always destined to 
die together. Pierce and stitch a pathway toward 
your Īor. Start sewing fearlessly further onwards. 
Do not skirt your issues. Īor is a time given gift.

The unseeing hooded warrior of inner battles. 
Look within before looking out. Only listen to Thy 
voice and not the dialogue of others. The hooded 
falcon with claws and jaws tears flesh. We must 
wait to unmask. Uncloak and be ready to seer 
with precision the target in our sights, lest we 
lash out and harm those we openly love. Plan. 
Seek. Swoop.

Hide and seek dare you peek at all you are rather 
than the fragment you virtuously wave at the 
world? We all have a personal Yggdrasil, carved 
with scars, pitted, knotted and gnarled.  Loki 
slumbers in all branches. To wake him is   to 
break and tumble from our hidden lives. Loki will 
push, Loki will flush all your shadows. Are you 
cool and tough, fool enough to trust his  path?

Mighty growth makes stability and strength yet 
the oak follows a pathway laid out in the acorn’s 
minute stored codes. Water your seed and 
sprout, walk your roots deep within the soil to 
spread a fungal network throughout the world 
wild wood. Tannin rich bark purifies. Invoke the 
magic folk living within this tree. Seek their 
moral fibre and question your own. They might 
not support all you thought true.

Daylight defines our world, splitting all into the 
illuminated and its shadows. Daylight holds no 
judgement it just shines, treating nothing kinder 
or harsher. Daylight dawns and dies down daily. 
A rolling rhythm unremitting, greeting the moon 
as dusk drops and descends. Daylight still  
illuminates shadows purged by the moon’s 
reflective face. Everything’s endlessly tripping 
the light fantastic.

24 Dæg 
Day - Purged

25 Āc 
Oak - Support

26 Æsc 
Ash - Personal Yggdrasil

27 Hod  
Hooded - Unseeing

28 Īor 
World Serpent - Destiny

29 Eorðgráp 
Earth’s Grip - Return

30 Feorh 
Fire - Æther Light

31 Tredel 
Tread - Soleprints



The moon’s tune rolls round the heavens toying 
with emotions through every revolution. The 
moon’s tune hammers round the heavens 
destroying our emotions to bring us evolution. 
Sweeping down and sweeping through us, 
sweeping up and clinging to us with feelings that 
don’t have a place or fit our space but settle and 
build a home inside us. Recognise the feelings 
that don’t belong. Refuse to home the broken 
song.

Darkness, like a mood, falls, suffocating as it 
engulfs all emotions, rupturing their splendour, 
shading all with the heavy hues of futility. A 
sudden compression that should be a lesson in 
depression but it isn’t. It loathes and demeans 
our dreams. Not just yours but those of others. 
Our inner trolls pose challenges blocking our 
bridges out of the doldrums. Evoke the resolve 
from the lands of the midnight sun. Light will 
return  and dissolve darkness.

The place, the space where the sun shines. The 
spot but what if it stopped? Sister Sunne, 
Brother Mone and Modor Eorð dance together 
and at rarefied moments they hold hands and all 
become one. Light is eclipsed, shadows fall and 
crawl round, seasons are set with solstices so 
we might  mark our lives. That’s when we gather 
to hold hands and sing together enrapt by the 
magic of life's mystic cycles.

Awe inspired ancestral collective magic. A 
smoke screen to surround and shield us. 
Everyday fears are drawn back, dissipating as 
ancient mariners wrap us up and tuck us in. A 
still sea doesn’t make a seasoned sailor. Therein 
is the danger and the addiction. Facing fears and 
the lone battles of a shamanic voyage 
strengthens you.The best shield is coasting in 
your own confidence. Lose your footing and we 
all do, Ægishjalmur's here to sooth you.

Dichotomies of densely tangled emotions with 
the remedy implied in the diagnosis. The moon 
calls to hear a visceral communal howling of 
human wolves shouting at the elements. The 
cure for pain is in the pain, drain it out with an 
angry ancestral shout. This is the sound of the 
unbinding. Return the chaos to the draining 
refrain of order. What’s found after the dance of 
disentanglement?  Your cure.

Chalky seams of ancient marine creatures 
transformed and deposited over eons as 
immovable memories of moments that are no 
more. Extraneous yet present. Evidencing times 
gone, lives past, moments fallen. Here and now 
dig out the decrepit blocks. Dislodge the bricks 
that should have been displaced long ago. 
Recalibrate the calcium carbonate. Cleave and 
cleft to recast and recreate. Celebrate life 
unconstructed. Unanchored.

A weapon of war, the spear inspires fear yet it 
was created primarily to provide. Spearing food 
to feed families or champion communities. 
Crossed spears being symbolic of working 
together, in united accord. This existed long 
before the need to put down all weapons in 
peace to end all wars. To troth is to bind people 
together in an unbreakable bond of truth and 
companionship. Two voids held open and 
separate. Yet a sole purpose uniting them.

At the entrance to the Portgeat of the future 
grows the tangled tapestry of the bleak briar 
forest. Skuld weaves all that ought to be in the 
darkness neath the world tree. Unpick your 
future pathways built from the pains you project 
from your heart space. Prune the prickly path of 
your old future and renew your personal faith 
within. Glisten and glow like stardust, dispelling 
your briars to stroll with Skuld.

32 Toweardnes 
Future - Briars - Skuld

33 Gār 
Spear - Troth

34 Cealc 
Mortar - Anchored

35 Wendhorn 
Being - Unbound

36 Ægishjálmur 
Helm of Awe - Wheel Shield

37 Sunstede 
Solstice - Rarefied

38 Næht 
Night - Turn Dark - Inner Troll

39 Mōne 
Moon - Recognise



42 Candel 
Candle - Daystar

43 Ánwille 
Wilful - Resistance

45 Nīewe 
New - Bud

46 Wós 
Sap - Impassioned 

47 Leáf 
Leaf - Unfurl

44 Condel 
Cosmic Doubt - Ulcer

Blueprinted planned buds poke from slender 
twigs, signalling growth. Known purpose, new, 
dew-drenched beads, å and tremble, assembling 
and unfolding, superseding winter’s icy grief. A 
fresh unfurling spring-tender green leaf.Like all 
the other awakening leaves, each is precious 
and essential to the wholeness of the Yggdrasil 
tree.

The ground swell surge that defies the 
gravitational pull of all things. To be sapped, to 
shrink or shrivel, that is ended and over. This is 
when you get back up. Know you will walk on. 
Sap rises when ready. Sap drives itself upwards. 
Sap creates growth of tremendous pressure, its 
power almost splits the trunk as it forces 
through the ancient branches. When a tree 
weeps or bleeds it is in joy that it is alive and still 
growing.

Germinate, form and pause. Create a potential 
blue-print for a new activity, to actively unfold 
but not just yet. Early magic. Create, germinate 
and pause. Wait. There is a timing, divine 
conditions that are required to allow a bud to 
burst open and show its perfect beautiful 
purpose. To call out a petaled shout and attract 
life to its moment in the sun. Scented and colour 
saturated.

Candel and Condel, Hod and Baldr. The macro, 
the micro, two locks on one door. Two flames, 
not the same but lit from one match. Our fears 
show and ulcers grow. Trust the Æther light you 
fear’s not sincere. We hide inside the burning 
doubt and ought to shout but don’t. Treasures of 
others inspire covetous desires. Those 
avaricious bounties are pain’s reins pulling at our 
bridled lives. Stop chomping at the wrong bit, 
the Cosmic Well has gifts etched only in your 
name if you will just unlock.

We are all born to lock horns with life! To bring 
trouble and tussle to those fool enough to try 
ruling us. The grip of youth fights for its truth. 
Strike the death knell history bell and blast out 
the past. Punctuate, perforate, mark and scent 
your distinct new hood for your good to be 
stamped, revamped and retuned. 

Candel and Condel, Hod and Baldr. The micro, 
the macro two locks on one door. Two flames, 
not the same but lit from one match. The mortal 
lighted in Midgard burns as a candle here, yet 
blazes immortal as Æther there. We guard our 
delicate light from being blown out again and 
again and again. Know you are eternally ignited. 
Two Elven keys are required to unlock the door 
back to there. Trust your flickering wick olds our 
flame hale and sure.

In the deepest darkest depths of Niðavellir, the 
craftiest most magical Elves hammer and forge 
at the tiniest personal precious gift they can 
offer any soul. The eye-hole of a needle. With 
this wondrous pointed pin all the cuts and 
wounds inflicted through life might be stitched 
back together. The alchemy of precision healing 
and curing. Mending all, correcting directions 
and stemming pains with invisible seams. 

Mystical All Rune, binding all tunes, singing all 
songs, righting all wrongs. Wyrdheimr, the dark 
deep rooted realm of the Norns where they bind 
and weave all around us. The vibration 
underscoring everything.  Wyrd is here. Wyrd is 
love. Endless , seamless, s low flowing 
possibilities rooted in nutritious love, supporting 
all, both seen and unseen. Unpick the threads 
where you cannot sense the loving stitches. 
What Wyrd magic will you weave now.

40 Wyrdheimr 
Weirdness - The All Rune

41 Nædl 
Needle - Mend



48 Leáfscead 
Leafshade - Cradled

49 Æppelbære 
Fruit Bearing - Offerings

50 Rípian 
Ripan - Mature

51 Swelgnes 
Past - Whirlpool - Urðr

54 Wætergefeall 
Waterfall - Mystical Healing

55 Ætberstan 
Burst Out - Free

52 Bróm 
Butcher’s Broom - Scrub

Tension creaks and arches as the ancient                     
yew bow suppresses rayless tortures endured 
for aeons. The arrow shelf only holds so long. 
Even when the serving point is pulled tight and 
knuckled back, fastened hearts demand their 
liberation. The taut bowstring knows this faux 
obsessive pairing will eventually break free from 
its narcissist fist. At some point it will burst out 
and flee the archer’s control. Fletchers gift 
arrows feathers to sail safely away. Flying alone 
to target a new home.

When the taste of everything has soured even 
love is pestilential and all is winter bleak, it is 
time to speak with Eir. Valkyrie god healer, never 
ending beacon of primal salt rime. Stay present, 
stop seeking answers. The noxious hurt is 
nomadic and will walk away. As sure as the 
waters wear the rocks, or rise through the trees, 
create the clouds or dance throughout blood as 
sacred songs, Samba with the cascading joy of 
water’s ceaseless laughter.

Sobbing, throbbing dark sparks grab hold of the 
heart, crushing the soul’s freedom. Dread-
threads reach out with serpentined hooked 
fangs that sink and pierce deep. “Why?” cries 
the choking  soul, but the deep dark hole opens 
wider and anger, tangles itself around cutting 
harsh lines into the flesh. Victimising us. It clings 
and wrings out each drop of love from every 
thought.

Stocky, tough, green, spiky, leaves. Knee holly is 
the besom broom beloved of butchers. Scarlet 
berries, large as cherries speak of the scrubbing 
back of bloodied stains. troubles travelling from 
the astral to stalk the living worlds must be 
scoured away. The harsh sweeping up that 
begins in dreams  must be tackled in life by fully 
removing its stains. Brush with the prickly bush 
every corner of every trauma to rid yourself of 
those wounding remembrances.

Nostalgia is a poisoned vine winding its toxic 
creeping arms around your feet to hold you still 
in the vortex of swirling memories.As the past 
chokes and drags you under into all that was, it 
creates a growing tangling debt on the steps you 
should take to walk your future. Urðr is here to 
hold you back. Urðr praises your past glories. 
Urðr knots them into the failures you allow to 
shame you. Stop Urðr dead. Dead is what the 
past is. 

Sublime things improve with time. Some reach 
their fullest bloom, immature with so much room 
to still fine tune their burgeoning maturation. 
Empathy overwhelms and bursts shadows 
unearthing a wounded star-crossed  child. Then 
wisdom leaves, ripped by a sudden breeze and 
blown off course. To ripen is to become 
emotionally stable. Growing by knowing that all 
are entitled to passions without judgement. We 
must all grow generously wise.

We all grow from seeds to shoots to trunks 
creating branches bearing beautiful fruits. It’s up 
to us to heal and prune, ready the room for our 
offerings. Not every branch is pure, nor every 
idea worthy of fruiting a thought into a seed, to 
be passed on and planted. Odin cuts himself 
down too early. Thor does not repeat his father’s 
path. He walks  towards Īor. Releasing his 
ancestral past to blossom, mature and be his 
own Æppelbærer.

Cradled neath the comforting branches of trees 
stretching providing peace, shelter, wisdom and 
direction. Contemplate the rate at which a tree 
breathes and lives. Join its calming pace by 
allowing nature’s healing to kiss us all deep 
inside. Healing herbs and tinctures are shared 
with us by plant spirits whispering on a sultry 
breeze under their sacred shaded foliage.

53 Heortece  
Heartache - Throb



56 Vane 
Weathercock - Fluctuate

57 Géotan 
Gutting - Resolve 

58 Liffruma 
Elven Light - Benefic 

59 Yarne 
Yarn - Entwined

61 Hælð 
Health - Restore

62 Stencnes 
Scent - Tested

63 Oferlagu 
Embraced - Mirrored

60 Eorðmægen 
Thy - Earthly Power

Surf the highest oceanic cosmic crest dancing 
and breaking at the feet of the Elven Ring. A gift 
so rare, a mantle to wear, that bears 
supernatural celestial secrets breathed into your 
being by Níðhöggr. Níðhöggr, the dragon form 
the gods use to witness your soul. When you 
mirror an aspect of their now flawless light they 
may… just may… allow you to channel an 
Oferlagu, just for you. Something special.

You stand before the Geatweard, the dragon 
Níðhöggr, who chews the corpses that litter the 
shore before the Gargantuan Gateway. In 
monstrous silence Níðhöggr inhales your 
essence to test your measure Níðhöggr 
cherishes fearlessness as he squares you 
directly in the eyes and holds you fixed. Will you 
fail and crawl or will you stand tall and match 
Níðhöggr’s might? Your call but don’t knock if 
you’re not prepared to fall.

Idun’s apples of youth keep Odin’s kin vital. The 
cunning truth of longevity is accepting we  are 
more than just mind, body and soul. Biome is 
crucial. We are all human Holobionts. Bacteria 
live symbiotically within us and all over us. Like 
us, all bionts thrive on diversity. The narrower 
the diet, of not just food but thoughts and 
feelings too, the faster we hurry to our graves. 
Be more cunning, consume diversity.

Earth power, personal power, thy power, thine 
alone, carved in stone before birth, in that other 
place. Siȝel of the cosmic gift that awaits 
birthing through you, by you, for you.  Esoteric 
secrets of the full moon eclipse, where worry 
and ruin are dissolved by the light of being 
seeded in the Earth. The Earth Magus. Oldest 
sacral cycle completed. Shadows burnished, 
soul refurnished. 

Frigg weaves golden threads of love into the 
destinies of all beings so we may tangle our 
heartstrings with others. Occasionally these 
divine yarns wrap and wind together two souls 
of mirrored frequency. Predestined emotional 
ties reaching back to the birth of love and 
singing with harp like perfection. Let the sound 
of two hearts vibrate entwined     as one and 
keep spinning a tender talismanic thread for 
another in eternal ecstasy.

The Elven Ring is the singing of love, this sound 
resounds from high above everything and hums 
below a long slow ground bass flow. Core of 
frequency. Vibrations holding form, animating all 
atoms throughout time and beyond. Bask in the 
bliss but know this, you are a voice in that Elven 
light, you are here, alive and there, holding tones 
for all and everything. We are all one in Liffruma. 

Out of time the Elves shine down a divine 
opportunity to clear a mountainous blockage 
before you. Guard your energy as you approach   
the poisoned path. Emotional challenges ring-
fence your soul. Trust you know the hidden 
truths you fear to voice. Step into the venomous 
valley where you will shed not tears but blood 
songs, sung by those who walked before you. 
Gut the i r morbid melodies and march 
mellifluously up the mountain. Spill out and 
conquer yourself.

The weathercock knows not which way to blow, 
so it flutters while the next fool mutters and 
spins on a pin with all the flags and hues of 
others’ views flapping in the wind. Dressed, 
obsessed and oppressed by the liveries of any 
thoughts but your own. Exit the influence of 
others. Weather the changes of thought  by 
using love as  your compass. Be yourself 
socially. Brave out life.  



64 Wæccend 
Watcher - Animal Totem

65 Wiccecræft 
Witchcraft - Sorcery - Elder

66 Twelf 
Static - Needs

67 Flewsa 
Flow - First Blood

69 Wacan 
Waken - Originate

70 Andweardnes 
Present - Gateway - Verðandi

71 Cnafe 
Knave - Blood Scented

68 Úle 
Owl - Senses

The old ways in which blood songs have been 
sung is over. Those tunes, those rites of 
passage, to hunt and own, to be blood scented, 
has died and drained away. Yet these  rituals still 
drive and pump in the veins of many yet must be 
sung once more to end it. Cry and scream and 
rip ruptured traditions asunder. Nothing is 
forever. Forge room for a new Cosmic Tune.

Templgeat, created by us. Unpick the past 
threaded traumas clogging your previous future 
pathways. Resew the tales of woe entangled 
around you stopping you stepping into the 
unembroidered now. Look not backwards nor 
forwards, the present step is the right step. 
Willing for and hoping for will not enliven your 
future. Dreams need current action. 

Day slides to night and back to day as we 
slumber and glide through clouds of grey. Wake 
up. So much room for yawning sprawling gloomy 
slow pointless lifeless moments in time we call 
living. Wake up. Fall down and stumble. Trip 
yourself up and look around. Wake up. Smash 
your way out of the illusion and wake up. See the 
soft rays of the sun that shine on the living 
Midgard. Awaken.

Omen of Astral shadow boxing. Shapeshifting 
night ruler. Owl heralds prophecy from beyond 
this place so wake up. Pause. Be totally still. 
Move not a muscle and tune into the rustlings of 
the night. Adjust your perception and see, hear, 
smell, taste, reach and feel with your inner owl 
wisdom… what’s there? Behind the hoot! 

A Rite of Passage into fertility, fluidity and 
creative potential. Shifting in a divine moment, 
synchronising blood to the cosmic cycles, 
stepping towards the moon magic of life. Womb 
flow from the sacral seat, the bloodlines through 
time that give form to life. To be in tune and lose 
count of the structures that hinder mystical 
progress. To accept and not question. To release 
resistance and be Thirteen Moons’ frequency.

All physical manifestations require structural 
frames to hold form. Atomic micro fractals echo-
swell to Cosmic tensile macro scaffolding, 
holding static. Learn the firm boundaries and 
edges of the space your cells create as flesh. 
Sense the skin of your shell’s perimeter and 
push your conscious energy beyond. Be 
charged. Be ready to arc your love into the 
etheric. Love is all keys, locksmith to all vaults. 
What could be more vital than love in all things?  

Sorceress who sees all, spying, scrying, sliding 
between here and all spheres. Primordial magic 
maker, crafter, healer, rune binder, community 
elder who sits and sings spirit songs to glide and 
peek inside that other space where fates and 
destinies are rooted and true. The elder staff 
bearer, the power sharer between here and there 
and everywhere. The Seidr, the sheer wisdom of 
the Shamaness.

Spirit-familiar frequency that waits, watching for 
you to sight its presence. It does not walk with 
you but gazes through the glare of beasts and 
bugs that eyeball you. When you eventually 
connect, it will walk with you, reach out to teach 
you and then flee like the sun at dusk. This is 
your connection to the creatures around you and 
is the breath that connects to all the mystical 
fauna you’ve previously been. Cherish the 
lessons those unremembered lives have taught 
you. We are all Creation’s creatures.



72 Læce 
Leech - Emotional Bleed

73 Ráse 
Explore - Alchemise

74 Gaderung 
Gathering - Channel

75 Hengetréow 
Hang True - Review

76 Hel 
Returning Light

77 Hāmfæreld 
Bifrost - Journey Home

Living light paths, theories of strings and 
strands, fragile frayed threads, warp and weft all 
left empty through knowing love is all. Peaceful 
vibrations bridging worlds and all journeys 
leading to the same destination. All our leaves 
lifted by the solar wind and sailing home, 
charted by stars to berth once more with the 
sacred Yggdrasil Tree. Welcome home. 

Beautiful bright child-light blighted by mighty 
Odin in fear of his fate. Hel refused Odin’s 
request to return Baldr’s light, aware that death 
is simply a parallel dimension to life. Everything 
dies. Welcome her corporeal truth. Raise Hel to 
embrace life and return to the world your fullest 
light. Hel’s disruption opens portals of divine 
reconstruction.  Burn like Hel. Brightly.

Mimir’s Well of Runic Wisdom. A time out of time 
where all are welcome. Hang suspended with 
sublime intention. Sacrifice something sacred to 
scrutinise your present perspective. Mimir’s 
instruction is clear. What, that is precious to you, 
are you willing to give to the Well so you might 
be well? Nothing is free. For the welling up you 
must offer up a fair cost or you’ll stay lost. Will 
you hang true?

Like stitching that pulls and draws, the gathering 
folds of fabric weave people together in 
kindredhood. A meeting, a greeting a seat at a 
table where communities workout how to live 
harmoniously. How to support all folk, to house, 
to clothe, to feed each other with compassion 
and love. Join together to make a world where 
nobody hurts, falls down or is forgotten but is 
instead helped back onto their feet to thrive 
together.

Alive and eager, desiring to dive and drink in the 
new. All the old gold has dulled. Inventiveness 
slips in like a sea fret, curling its damp vapoury 
tendrils towards the land where you stand. The 
crawling calling frequency of open waters, Ran’s 
mystical nautical daughters craft the waves, the 
crashing adventures seeking to sail you forwards 
to explore life, to alchemise potential and soar to 
your sacred shore.

The grim harvest seeking balance. Profound 
heart wound bleeding, grief pouring, emotions 
soaring, tears raining down ceaselessly. Pain 
after pain after pain and you can’t explain it 
away. Feel it, bleed it, pour it all out until you and 
it are almost broken from exhaustion. Now… see 
how clearing pain makes space for new 
treasures deeper in your heart.
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